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LASAB161 
 

name label values 

bmheightp Length: particularities -3: no measurement  
-2: no answer, skipped 
-1: no particularities scored 
 1: cannot stand 
 2: kyphose  
 3: scoliose  
 4: head not parallel  
 5: shoes 
 6: too much hair 
 7: refused 

bmheightself Length: self-report -3: no measurement 
-2: length measured 
-1: no valid data 

bmweightp Weight: particularities -3: no measurement 
-2: no answer, skipped 
-1: no particularities scored 
 1: cannot stand  
 2: clothes 
 3: corset  
 4: amputation 
 5: brace 
 6: prosthesis 
 7: >150kg 
 8: refused 

bmweightself Weight: self-report -3: no measurement 
-2: length measured 
-1: no valid data 

bmwaistp Waist: particularities -3: no measurement  
-2: no answer, skipped 
-1: no particularities scored 
 1: lying down 
 2: hard to find right spot 
 3: much skinfolds under  
 4: refused 

bmhipp Hip: particularities -3: no measurement 
-2: no answer, skipped 
-1: no particularities scored  
 1: lying down  
 2: much skinfolds 
 3: refused 

bmarm1 Arm 1: millimeters -3: no measurement  
-1: no valid data bmarm2 Arm 2: millimeters 

bmarmp Arm: particularities -3: no measurement  
-2: no answer, skipped 
-1: no particularities scored  
 1: no bare arm 
 2: much room between 
 3: R sitting down 
 4: on right arm 
 5: refused 
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bmtricep1 Triceps 1: millimeters -3: no measurement  
-1: no valid data bmtricep2 Triceps 2: millimeters 

bmtricep3 Triceps 3: millimeters 

bmtricepp Triceps: particularities -3: no measurement  
-2: no answer, skipped 
-1: no valid data  
 0: no particularities scored 
 1: no bare arm 
 2: edema  
 3: skinfold more than 40mm 
 4: tight skin 
 5: refused 

bmkneeh Knee height: millimeters -3: no measurement  
-1: no valid data 

bmkneep Knee: particularities -3: no measurement  
-2: no answer, skipped 
-1: no valid data  
 0: no particularities scored 
 1: refused 
 2: trousers 
 3: right leg 

bmlength Measured length in centimeters -3: no measurement  
-1: no valid data 
 

bmweight Measured weight in kilograms 

bmwaist Measured waist in centimeters 

bmhip Measured hip in centimeters 

 

LASAC161 
 

name label values 

c/dmheight Measured height in centimeters -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

c/dmheightp Height particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see CRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

only in C:  
cmheightp1 

Height: cannot stand -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DMHEIGHTP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 
 

c/dmheightp2 Height: kyphosis 

c/dmheightp3 Height: scoliosis 

c/dmheightp4 Height: head not parallel 

Only in C:  
cmheightp5 

 
Height: shoes 

c/dmheightp6 Height: too much hair 

c/dmheightp7 Height: refused 

c/dmheightself Height: self-report -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DMHEIGHTP 
-1: no valid data 
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c/dmweight Measured weight in kilograms -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

c/dmweightp Weight particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

Only in C: 
cmweightp1 

Weight: cannot stand -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DMWEIGHTP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

c/dmweightp2 Weight: clothes 

c/dmweightp3 Weight: corset 

c/dmweightp4 Weight: amputated 

c/dmweightp5 Weight: brace 

c/dmweightp6 Weight: prosthesis 

c/dmweightp7 Weight: >150 kg 

c/dmweightp8 Weight: refused 

Only in D:  
dmweightp9 

Weight: shoes 

c/dmweightself Weight: self-report -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/MWEIGHTP1&8 
-1: no valid data 

c/dmwaist1 Measured waist (1) in mm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

Only in C: 
cmwaist2 

 
Measured waist (2) in mm 

c/dmwaistp Waist particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

c/dmwaistp1 Waist: lying down -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DMWAISTP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

c/dmwaistp2 Waist: hard to find right spot 

c/dmwaistp3 Waist: many skinfolds 

c/dmwaistp4 Waist: refused 

c/dmhip1 Measured hip (1) in cm -3: na, wrong skip  
-2: na see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

Only in C:  
cmhip2 

 
Measured hip (2) in cm 

c/dmhipp Hip particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

c/dmhipp1 Hip: lying down -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DMHIPP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned 
 1: mentioned  

c/dmhipp2 Hip: many skinfolds 

c/dmhipp3 Hip: refused 

Only in D:  
dmhipp4 

 
Hip: other remakrs 

c/dmarm1 Measured arm (1) in cm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

c/dmarm2 Measured arm (2) in cm 
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c/dmarmp Arm particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

c/dmarmp1 Arm: no bare arm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DMARMP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned 
 1: mentioned  

c/dmarmp2 Arm: much space between tape and arm 

c/dmarmp3 Arm: R sitting down 

c/dmarmp4 Arm: on right arm 

c/dmarmp5 Arm: refused 

c/dmtricep1 Triceps (1): millimeters -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

c/dmtricep2 Triceps (2): millimeters 

c/dmtricep3 Triceps (3): millimeters 

c/dmtricepp Triceps particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

c/dmtricepp1 Triceps: no bare arm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DMTRICEPP 
-1: no valid data 
 1: not mentioned  
 2: mentioned 

Only in C: 
cmtricepp2 

 
Triceps: edema 

c/dmtricepp3 Triceps: > 40mm 

c/dmtricepp4 Triceps: tight skin 

c/dmtricepp5 Triceps: refused 

c/dmbicep1 Biceps (1): millimeters -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

c/dmbicep2 Biceps (2): millimeters 

c/dmbicep3 Biceps (3): millimeters 

c/dmbicepp Biceps particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

c/dmbicepp1 Biceps: no bare arm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DMBICEPP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

Only in C: 
cmbicepp2 

 
Biceps: edema 

c/dmbicepp3 Biceps: > 40mm 

c/dmbicepp4  Biceps: tight skin 

c/dmbicepp5 Biceps: refused 

Only in C: 

cmsubscap1 Subscapular (1): millimeters -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see C/DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

cmsubscap2 Subscapular (2): millimeters 

cmsubscap3 Subscapular (3): millimeters 

cmsubscapp Subscapular particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see CRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 
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cmsubscapp1 Subscapular: no bare arm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see CMSUBSCAPP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

cmsubscapp2 Subscapular: edema 

cmsubscapp3 Subscapular: > 40mm 

cmsubscapp4 Subscapular: tight skin 

cmsubscapp5 Subscapular: refused 

cmsuprail1 Suprailiac (1): millimeters -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see CRM161 
-1: no valid data 

cmsuprail2 Suprailiac (2): millimeters 

cmsuprail3 Suprailiac (3): millimeters 

cmsuprailp Suprailiac particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see CRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

cmsuprailp1 Suprailiac: no bare arm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see CMSUPRAILP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

cmsuprailp2 Suprailiac: edema 

cmsuprailp3 Suprailiac: > 40mm 

cmsuprailp4 Suprailiac: tight skin 

cmsuprailp5 Suprailiac: refused 

cmgripr1 Hand strength (1) right: kgf -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see CRM161 
-1: no valid data 

cmgripr2 Hand strength (2) right: kgf 

cmgripl1 Hand strength (1) left: kgf 

cmgripl2 Hand strength (2) left: kgf 

cmgripp Hand strength particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see CRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 0: no particularities 
 1: R refuses 
 2: handicapped hand 

crm161 Reason missing: LASAC161 -2: valid data 
 2: interview terminated 

Only in D 

dmgripr1 Hand strength (1) right: kgf -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see DRM161 
-1: no valid data 

dmgripr2 Hand strength (2) right: kgf 

dmgriprp1 Hand strength: right part. -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

dmgriprp2 Hand strength: right handicapped -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see DMGRIPRP1 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

dmgriprp3 Hand strength: right refuses 

dmgripl1 Hand strength (1) left: kgf -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 
 
 
 

dmgripl2 Hand strength (2) left: kgf 
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dmgriplp1 Hand strength: left part. -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see DRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no   
 2: yes 

dmgriplp2 Hand strength: left handicapped -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see dmgriplp1 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

dmgriplp3 Hand strength: left refuses 

drm161 Reason missing: LASAD161 -2: valid data 
-2: interview terminated  

 
LASAE161 
 

name label values 

emheight Measured height in centimeters -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 

emheightp Height particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data  
 1: no  
 2: yes 

emheightp2 Height: kyphosis -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see EMHEIGHTP 
-1: no valid data  
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

emheightp3 Height: scoliosis 

emheightp4 Height: head not parallel 

emheightp6 Height: too much hair 

emheightp7 Height: refused 

emheightself Height: self-report -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see EMHEIGHTP7 
-1: no valid data  

emweight Measured weight in kilograms -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data  

emweightp Weight particularities 

emweightp2 Weight: clothes -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see EMWEIGHTP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned  

emweightp3 Weight: corset 

emweightp4 Weight: amputated 

emweightp5 Weight: brace 

emweightp6 Weight: prosthesis 

emweightp7 Weight: > 150 kg 

emweightp8 Weight: refused 

emweightp9 Weight: shoes 

emweightself Weight: self-report -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see EMWEIGHT8 
-1: no valid data 

emwaist1 Measured waist (1) in cm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 
 
 

emwaist2 Measured waist (2) in cm 
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emwaistp Waist particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

emwaistp1 Waist: lying down -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see EMWAISTP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

emwaistp2 Waist: hard to find right spot 

emwaistp3 Waist: many skinfolds 

emwaistp4 Waist: refused 

emhip1 Measured hip (1) in cm -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 

emhip2 Measured hip (2) in cm 

emhipp Hip particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes  

emhipp1 Hip: lying down  -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see EMHIPP 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

emhipp2 Hip: many skinfolds 

emhipp3 Hip: refused 

emhipp4 Hip: other remarks 

emgripr1 Hand strength (1) right: kgf -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 

emgripr2 Hand strength (2) right: kgf 

emgriprp1 Hand strength: right part -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

emgriprp2 Hand strength: right handicapped -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see EMGRIPRP1 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned  

emgriprp3 Hand strength: right refuses 

emgriprp4 Hand strength: right other remarks 

emgripl1 Hand strength (1) left: kgf -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 

emgripl2 Hand strength (2) left: kgf 

emgriplp1 Hand strength: left part -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see ERM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

emgriplp2 Hand strength: left handicapped -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see EMGRIPLP1 
-1: no valid data 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

emgriplp3 Hand strength: left refuses 

emgriplp4 Hand strength: left other remarks 

erm161 Reason missing: LASAE161 -2: valid data 
 2: interview terminated  
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LAS2B161 
 

name label values 

bmheight Measured height in centimeters -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 

bmheightp Height particularities -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: yes  
 2: no 

bmheightp1 Height: cannot stand -2: na, see BMHEIGHTP 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 
 

bmheightp2 Height: kyphosis 

bmheightp3 Height: scoliosis 

bmheightp4 Height: head not parallel 

bmheightp6 Height: too much hair 

bmheightp7 Height: refused 

bmheightself Height: self-report -3: na wrong skip 
-2: na, see BMHEIHGTP1 & 7 
-1: no valid data 

bmweight Measured weight in kilograms -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 

bmweightp Weight particularities -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: yes  
 2: no 

bmweightp1 Weight: cannot stand -2: na, see BMWEIGHTP 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 
 

bmweightp2 Weight: clothes 

bmweightp3 Weight: corset 

bmweightp4 Weight: amputated 

bmweightp5 Weight: brace 

bmweightp6 Weight: prosthesis 

bmweightp7 Weight: > 150 kg 

bmweightp8 Weight: refused 

bmweightself Weight: self-report -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see BMWEIGHT1 & 8 
-1: no valid data 

bmwaist1 Measured waist (1) in cm -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data bmwaist2 Measured waist (2) in cm 

bmwaistp Waist particularities -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

bmwaistp1 Waist: lying down -2: na, see BMWAISTP 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

bmwaistp2 Waist: hard to find right spot 

bmwaistp3 Waist: much skinfolds 

bmwaistp4 Waist: refused 

bmhip1 Measured hip (1) in cm -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 
 
 

bmhip2 Measured hip (2) in cm 
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bmhipp Hip particularities -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

bmhipp1 Hip: lying down -2: na, see BMHIPP 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

bmhipp2 Hip: many skinfolds 

bmhipp3 Hip: refused 

bmgripr1 Hand strength (1) right: kgf none 

bmgripr2 Hand strength (2) right: kgf 

bmgriprp Hand strength right: particularities -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

bmgriprp2 Hand strength right: handicap -2: na, see BMGRIPRP 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

bmgriprp3 Hand strength right: refused 

bmgriprp4 Hand strength right: other 

bmgripl1 Hand strength (1) left: kgf none 

bmgripl2 Hand strength (2) left: kgf 

bmgriplp Hand strength left: particularities  -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

bmgriplp2 Hand strength left: handicap -2: na, see BMGRIPLP 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

bmgriplp3 Hand strength left: refused 

bmgriplp4 Hand strength left: other 

bmgripmeasp Measuring instruments: particularities -2: na, see BRM161 
-1: no valid data 
 1: no  
 2: yes  

 

 

LASAF161 
 

name label values 

fmheight Measured height in centimeters -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked 

fmheightp Height particularities -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no particularities 
 2: cannot stand 
 3: kyphosis 
 4: scoliosis 
 5: head not parallel 
 6: too much hair 
 7: wears shoes 
 8: R refused 

fmheightself Height: self-report -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 
 

fmweight Measured weight in kilograms 
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fmweightp Weight particularities -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no particularities 
 2: cannot stand 
 3: wears clothes 
 4: wears corset 
 5: amputated 
 6: brace 
 7: prosthesis 
 8: wears shoes 
 9: weight > 150 kg 
10: R refused 

fmweightself Weight: self-report -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked fmwaist1 Measured waist (1) in cm 

fmwaist2 Measured waist (2) in cm 

fmwaistp Waist particularities -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no particularities 
 2: lying down 
 3: hard to find right spot 
 4: many skinfolds 
 5: R refused 

fmhip1 Measured hip (1) in cm -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked fmhip2 Measured hip (2) in cm 

fmhipp Hip particularities -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no particularities 
 2: lying down 
 3: many skinfolds 
 4: R refused 

fmgripr1 Hand strength (1) right: kgf -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked fmgripr2 Hand strength (2) right: kgf 

fmgriprp Hand strength right particularities -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked  
 1: no particularities 
 2: right hand handicapped 
 3: R refused  
 4: other remark 

fmgripl1 Hand strength (1) left: kgf -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked fmgripl2 Hand strength (2) left: kgf 

fmgriplp Hand strength left particularities -2: na, see FRM161 
-1: na, asked  
 1: no particularities 
 2: left hand handicapped  
 3: R refused 
 4: other remark 

frm161 Reason missing: LASAF161 -2: valid data 
 1: short version 
 2: interview terminated  
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LASAG161 
 

name label values 

gmheight Measured height in centimeters -2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked 

gmheightp Height particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked  
 1: no  
 2: yes 

gmheightp1 Height: cannot stand -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see GMHEIGHTP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned  

gmheightp2 Height: kyphosis 

gmheightp3 Height: scoliosis 

gmheightp4 Height: head not parallel 

gmheightp5 Height: shoes 

gmheightp6 Height: too much hair 

gmheightp7 Height: refused 

gmheightself Height: self-report -2: na, see GMHEIGHT  
-1: na, asked 

gmweight Measured weight in kilograms -2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

gmweightp Weight particularities  -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked  
 1: no  
 2: yes 

gmweightp1 Weight: cannot stand -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see GMWEIGHTP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

gmweightp2 Weight: clothes 

gmweightp3 Weight: corset 

gmweightp4 Weight: amputated 

gmweightp5 Weight: brace 

gmweightp6 Weight: prosthesis 

gmweightp7 Weight: > 150 kg 

gmweightp8 Weight: refused 

gmweightp9 Weight: shoes 

gmweighself Weight: self-report -2: na, see GMWEIGHT 
-1: na, asked 

gmwaist1 Measured waist (1) in cm -2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked  gmwaist2 Measured waist (2) in cm 

gmwaistp Waist particularities -3: na, wrong skip  
-2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1 : no 
 2: yes 
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gmwaistp1 Waist: lying down -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see GMWAISTP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

gmwaistp2 Waist: hard to find right spot 

gmwaistp3 Waist: many skinfolds 

gmwaistp4 Waist: refused 

gmhip1 Measured hip (1) in cm -2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked gmhip2 Measured hip (2) in cm 

gmhipp Hip particularities -3: na, wrong skip  
-2: na, see GRM161 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

gmhipp1 Hip: lying down -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see GMHIPP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

gmhipp2 Hip: many skinfolds 

gmhipp3 Hip: refused 

gmgripr1 Hand strength (1) right: kgf -2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked gmgripr2 Hand strength (2): right: kgf 

gmgriprp1 Hand strength: right part. -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

gmgriprp2 Hand strength: right handicapped -3: na, wrong skip  
-2: na, see GMGRIPRP1 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned  

gmgriprp3 Hand strength: right refuses  

gmgriprp4 Hand strength: right other remarks 

gmgripl1 Hand strength (1) left: kgf -2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked gmgripl2 Hand strength (2) left: kgf 

gmgriplp1 Hand strength: left part. -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see GRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no 
 2: yes 

gmgriplp2 Hand strength: left handicapped -3: na, wrong skip  
-2: na, see GMGRIPLP1 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned  

gmgriplp3 Hand strength: left refuses  none 

gmgriplp4 Hand strength: left other remarks 

grm161 Reason missing: LASAG161 -2: valid data 
 1: short version 
 2: interview terminated 
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LASAH161 / LAS3B161 / LASAI161 / LASAJ161 
 

name label values 

h/b/i/jmheight Measured height in centimeters -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 

h/b/i/jmheightp Height particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked  
 1: no  
 2: yes 

h/b/i/jmheightp1 Height: cannot stand -2: na, see H/B/I/JMHEIGHTP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

h/b/i/jmheightp2 Height: kyphosis 

h/b/i/jmheightp3 Height: scoliosis 

h/b/i/jmheightp4 Height: head not parallel 

h/b/i/jmheightp5 Height: shoes 

h/b/i/jmheightp6 Height: too much hair 

h/b/i/jmheightp7 Height: refused 

h/b/i/jmheightself Height: self-report -2: na, see H/B/IMHEIGHT 
(not in J): -2: routing 
-1: na, asked 

h/b/i/jmweight Measured weight in kilograms -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 

h/b/i/jmweightp Weight: particularities -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

h/b/i/jmweightp1 Weight: cannot stand -2: na, see H/B/I/JMWEIHGTP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned  

h/b/i/jmweightp2 Weight: clothes 

h/b/i/jmweightp3 Weight: corset 

h/b/i/jmweightp4 Weight: amputated 

h/b/i/jmweightp5 Weight: brace 

h/b/i/jmweightp6 Weight: prosthesis 

h/b/i/jmweightp7 Weight: > 150 kg 

h/b/i/jmweightp8 Weight: refused 

h/b/i/jmweightp9 Weight: shoes 

Not in J:  
h/b/iweightself 

Weight: self-report -2: na, see H/B/IMWEIGHT/ routing 
-1: na, asked 

Only in J:  
jweightself 

Weight: self-report -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see JMWEIGHT 
-1: na, asked 

h/b/i/jmwaist1 Measured waist (1) in cm -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked h/b/i/jmwaist2 Measured waist (2) in cm 

h/b/i/jmwaistp Waist particularities -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

h/b/i/jmwaistp1 Waist: lying down -2: na, see H/B/I/JMWAISTP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

h/b/i/jmwaistp2 Waist: hard to find right spot 

h/b/i/jmwaistp3 Waist: many skinfolds 

h/b/i/jmwaistp4 Waist: refused 
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Only in 3B, I, J: 
h/b/i/jmwaistp5 

Waist: other remark (3B) 
Waist: other reason 

h/b/i/jmhip1 Measured hip (1) in cm -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked h/b/i/jmhip2 Measured hip (2) in cm 

h/b/i/jmhipp Hip particularities -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

h/b/i/jmhipp1 Hip: lying down  -2: na, see H/B/I/JMHIPP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

h/b/i/jmhipp2 Hip: many skinfolds 

h/b/i/jmhipp3 Hip: refused 

Only in 3B, I, J: 
h/b/i/jmhipp4 

Hip: other remark (3B) /  
Hip: other reason 

h/b/i/jmarm1 Measured arm in cm -3: na, wrong skip  
-2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked  

h/b/i/jmarmp Arm: particularities -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

h/b/i/jmarmp1 Arm: no bare arm -2: na, see H/B/I/JMARMP 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

h/b/i/jmarmp2 Arm: much space between tape and arm 

h/b/i/jmarmp3 Arm: R sitting down 

h/b/i/jmarmp4 Arm: on right arm 

h/b/i/jmarmp5 Arm: refused 

Only in I, J:  
i/jmcalf01 

Measured calf in cm -3: na, wrong skip  
-2: na, see I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 

Only in I, J:  
i/jmcalf02 

Calf particularities -2: na, see I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

Only in I, J:  
i/jmcalf12 

Calf: no bare leg -2: na, see I/JMCALF02 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

Only in I, J:  
i/jmcalf13 

Calf: much space between tape and leg 

Only in I, J:  
i/jmcalf04 

Calf: R sitting down 

Only in I, J:  
i/jmcalf06 

Calf: on right leg 

Only in I, J:  
i/jmcalf03 

Calf: refused 

h/b/i/jmgripr1 Hand strength (1) right: kgf -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked h/b/i/jmgripr2 Hand strength (2) right: kgf 

h/b/i/jmgriprp1 Hand strength: right particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 
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h/b/i/jmgriprp2 Hand strength: right handicapped -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see H/B/I/JMGRIPRP1 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

h/b/i/jmgriprp3 Hand strength: right refuses 

h/b/i/jmgriprp4 Hand strength: right other remarks 

h/b/i/jmgripl1 Hand strength (1) left: kgf -2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 

h/b/i/jmgripl2 Hand strength (2) left: kgf  

h/b/i/jmgriplp1 Hand strength: left particularities -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see H/B/I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

h/b/i/jmgriplp2 Hand strength: left handicapped -3: na, wrong skip 
-2: na, see H/B/I/JMGRIPLP1 
-1: na, asked 
 0: not mentioned  
 1: mentioned 

h/b/i/jmgriplp3 Hand strength: left refuses 

h/b/i/jmgriplp4 Hand strength: left other remarks 

Only in 3B:  
bmmiwp 

Measurement instruments were working 
properly 

-2: na, see BRM161 
-1: na, asked 
 1: no  
 2: yes 

Only in I, J: 
i/jmmiwp 

Measurements instruments were working 
properly 

-2: na, see I/JRM161 
-1: na, asked  
 1: yes 
 2: no  

h/b/i/jrm161 Reason missing: LASAH/B/I/J161 -2: valid data 
 1: short interview 
 2: interview terminated  
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